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STUDY OF HIGH MASS HIGGS USING pp! qqHH.D. Y�ld�zyPhysis Department, Dumlupinar University, Kutahya, Turkeyand M.T. ZeyrekPhysis Department, Middle East Tehnial UniversityAnkara 06531, Turkeye-mail: hyildiz�newton.physis.metu.edu.tr(Reeived January 30, 2003; revised version reeived June 6, 2003)The observability of the Higgs signal in the mass range of 200�800 GeVis investigated in the weak boson fusion hannel at the CMS experimentat LHC. The weak boson fusion hannel is haraterized by two �nal statejets at large pseudorapidity. The forward alorimeter plays a key role indeteting these jets. The signi�ant signals are obtained for H !WW !l�jj, H ! ZZ ! lljj and H ! ZZ ! ll��. Importane of the forward jettagging and the entral jet veto is emphasized to extrat the signal fromthe large QCD W=Z + jets and the top bakgrounds. This analysis showsthat the Higgs partile with mass 300 GeV to 800 GeV an be observed inWW and ZZ deay hannels with an integrated luminosity of about 10 to20 fb�1 in the low luminosity running onditions in CMS.PACS numbers: 14.80.Bn 1. IntrodutionOne of the main objetives of the LHC experiments is to disover theHiggs partile. LEP II sets a lower bound at around 114.1 GeV for the Stan-dard Model Higgs [1℄. The indiret searhes, performing �ts to all existingeletroweak data indiate a light Standard Model Higgs [2℄. However highermass values for the Higgs should also be inluded for the LHC sensitivitymeasurements.The CMS ollaboration has established the expeted disovery rangesfor the most important prodution and deay hannels of the Standard andy This work has been performed in the ontext of this author's Ph.D. thesis at METU-Ankara. (4001)



4002 H.D. Y�ld�z, M.T. ZeyrekSupersymmetri Model Higgs Bosons. For the Standard Model Higgs H !ZZ ! 4l� provides an exellent signature over a large mass range frommH � 130 GeV to mH � 500 GeV. H !  and H ! b�b are the maindisovery hannels for the low mass regionmH � 120 GeV, but it may requireseveral years of running for a disovery. In reent years, to strengthen thedisovery potential of the prodution of the Standard Model Higgs boson inthe weak boson fusion hannels and their subsequent deays to H ! ,H ! �� and H !WW have been studied.In this study we report the observability of Higgs signal in the mass rangefrom 200 GeV to 800 GeV in the weak boson fusion hannels in Eqs. (1)�(3)as a omplementary hannel to H ! ZZ ! 4l� at the CMS experiment.The Higgs mass ofmH < 200 GeV an also be investigated in the weak bosonhannel in the deay mode of H ! WW � ! l�l� [8, 13℄. The weak bosonhannels then provide a omplete study of the possible Higgs observationover a wide range of masses at the CMS experiment.Although the gluon�gluon fusion dominates for the Higgs prodution forthe entire mass range, weak boson fusion has still a sizeable fration of thetotal ross setion for all relevant Higgs masses. The harateristis of theweak boson fusion mehanism is the presene of the energeti forward jetsseparated at large pseudorapidity. The hadroni jet ativity in the entralregion is then dominantly suppressed. This kinematial feature brings agood redution of the QCD and the top bakgrounds.The forward jets are most populated at j�j � 3. Nearly half of thesetagged jets are deteted by the forward alorimeter (HF) whih overs thepseudorapidity range 3 � j�j � 5, the other half by the endap eletromag-neti (EE), and the endap hadroni alorimeter (HE) of CMS [3℄. The HFalorimeters inrease the total overage to j�j � 5 and also redue the fake(instrumental) Emisst .Here we investigated prinipal deay modes of the Standard Model HiggsBoson through the proesses H !WW and H ! ZZ. The reations are:pp ! jjH; H !W1W2; W1 ! l�; W2 ! jj; (1)pp ! jjH; H ! Z1Z2; Z1 ! ll; Z2 ! jj; (2)pp ! jjH; H ! Z1Z2; Z1 ! ll; Z2 ! ��; (3)where leptons (l) are either eletrons or muons, j stands for the jets.H !WW ! l�jj; H ! ZZ ! lljj; and H ! ZZ ! ll��have been studied previously in CMS [4℄ and in ATLAS [5℄.



Study of High Mass Higgs Using pp! qqH 4003The previous studies for these hannels in CMS onsidered the massrange of mH � 800 GeV using early versions of the detetor simulationsoftware [4℄. Now, the design of the CMS experiment is �nalized and thesimulation software is improved. In this study the fast CMS detetor simula-tion pakage, CMSJET, is used and we extend the previous studies to lowermass ranges down to � 200 GeV for the Standard Model Higgs observation.These hannels were also investigated by ATLAS for 300 GeV�1 TeV Higgsmass region [5℄. The result of their study is omparable to CMS results.Here, we show that Higgs mass an be reonstruted using the hannels(1) and (2). However for the hannel (3) Higgs mass annot be reonstruted,but the signal an be observed in the missing energy spetrum.The largest bakgrounds for the weak boson fusion hannel are t�t andW=Z + jets. We onsidered t�t and W + jets as bakgrounds for the reation(1) and Z + jets as bakground for the reations (2) and (3). W + jetsprodution with W ! l� is potentially the largest bakground for the H !WW signal. t�t! WbW�b! l�jjb�b reation ontains a real W ! jj deay,but also additional hadroni ativity from b jets in the entral region. Z+jetsprodution where Z deays to two leptons is the potential bakground forthe H ! ZZ signal. WW , ZZ produtions in both eletroweak and QCDproesses are also bakgrounds, but due to their lower rates than QCDW=Z + jets and t�t produtions, they are not onsidered in this analysis.WW=ZZ ontinuum ontribution is shown to be only a few perent of thetotal bakground for mH > 200 GeV in [6℄ and [7℄.The leptoni deays of the W and Z are reognized by high transversemomentum leptons. The hadroni deays, where the W and Z fragments tojets, have a higher branhing ratio but are more di�ult to separate from thebakground. In searhing Higgs boson, deaying to WW=ZZ we thereforerequire, at least, oneW or Z deaying leptonially providing an isolated highpt lepton trigger, while the other W or Z is reonstruted from its hadronideay.In this analysis suppression of the bakground is mainly ahieved byforward jet seletion in the �nal state. This seletion requires one forwardand one bakward high energy jet in the large pseudorapidity range j�j > 2and with a large gap between them. Fig. 1 shows the typial pseudorapiditydistribution of jets in a signal, H ! ZZ deay, where entral jets are fromone of the Z deays and forward jets are the tagged jets originated from theinteration vertex.
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Fig. 1. The pseudorapidity, �, distributions of jets in H ! ZZ ! lljj. Theforward jets are seen to peak at j�j � 3. The entral jets are dominantly populatedat j�j < 2. 2. Event generation and reonstrutionSignal and bakground events are generated by PYTHIA (6.152) [10℄.Although parton shower approximation of PYTHIA provides enough infor-mation about the bakground proesses in this study, the matrix elementalulations may still be needed for some of the bakgrounds [9℄. The fastdetetor simulation pakage, CMSJET [11℄ is used for the alorimeter sim-ulation and for the jets and missing transverse energy reonstrution. TheCMSJET pakage simulates the CMS detetor by taking into aount themain raks and detetor ine�ienies. The detetor resolutions are parame-trized from full simulation studies. For the jet reonstrution one we use�R = 0:5 for mH=600 and 800 GeV and �R = 0:7 for mH=200 GeV and300 GeV over the whole alorimeter � range. We assume an overall 90%e�ieny for the lepton �nding e�ieny. In this simulation, the low lumi-nosity running onditions are assumed by superimposing two minimum biasevents as a pile-up. 3. AnalysisIn this setion, we investigate three signatures in (1)�(3) for the isolationof Higgs events. In eah ase, we have used entral uts for leptons and jetsand jet tagging uts for forward/bakward jets from the interation.



Study of High Mass Higgs Using pp! qqH 40053.1. H !WW ! l�jj [12℄In this ase, where Higgs deays to WW with a subsequent deay ofone W to l� and the other W to jj, we have seleted the events having anisolated high plt lepton (eletron or muon) in the entral region. Fig. 2 showsthe maximum plt distribution for the signals and for the bakgrounds. Twoentral jets are isolated by requiring a high transverse energy. MaximumEjetst distribution for the entral jets is shown in Fig. 3.

Fig. 2. Maximum pt distribution of harged leptons for the signalH !WW ! l�jjand bakgrounds (t�t and W + jets) with mH = 300 and mH = 600 GeV.The forward jets are identi�ed by requiring two energeti jets (Fig. 4)with a minimum transverse energy (Et > 30 GeV) in the forward/bakwardregion with a large pseudorapidity di�erene between them. The basi utsfor this hannel are as follows:plt > 30 GeV ; j�lj < 2 ; (4)Ejetst > 40 GeV ; j�j j � 2 ; Etag�jet > 300 GeV ; j�tag�jetj > 2 : (5)In the seletion of forward/bakward jets we also require jet�jet systemto have a high invariant mass, (Mjj > 1000 GeV) and a wide separation inthe � spae (��jj > 5) between the two jets for the better seletion e�ienyof the signal against the bakground.We then reonstrut the mass of W 's from their deay produts. Twoentral jets are used in the reonstrution of one of the W mass. Fig. 6(left �gure) shows the reonstruted mass of W 's from the entral jets. The
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Fig. 3. Maximum transverse energy, Et distribution of the entral jets for theH !WW ! l�jj signal with mH = 300 and mH = 600 GeV.

Fig. 4. Energy distributions for the forward jets in H ! WW ! l�jj for mH =300 GeV and for the bakgrounds (t�t and W + jets).other W mass is reonstruted from the harged lepton and a neutrino. Thelongitudinal omponent of the neutrino momentum in the reation W ! l�is estimated from the measured lepton momentum, Emisst vetor and thenominal W boson mass. We have also used a ut on Emisst for high Higgsmass analysis where the Emisst is signi�antly larger for signal than the Emisstfor the bakground. We found Emisst > 60 GeV is an optimum ut for 600and 800 GeV Higgs masses to have a good bakground rejetion.



Study of High Mass Higgs Using pp! qqH 4007In eah ase a mass window of 65 GeV < mW < 100 GeV is used toselet the events. Furthermore a hard ut is introdued on the transversemomentum of the reonstruted W from the hadroni and leptoni deayproduts. For the mH = 300 GeV signal, the reonstruted hadroni Wis required to have pW!jjt > 100 GeV. For higher masses (mH = 600 and800 GeV) we have both used a ut on the transverse momentum of a reon-struted W from hadroni and leptoni deay produts (pW!jjt > 200 GeVand pW!l�t > 200 GeV). AsW is produed with a higher transverse momen-tum in the signal than in the bakground, pt ut redues the bakgroundeven further.The signal events, due to olor oherene in the prodution, have a smallhadroni ativity in the entral region. On the ontrary, the bakgroundhannels, espeially t�t events, have a signi�ant entral jet ativity. Weintrodued the entral jet veto for these events whih learly redues thebakground e�etively. We demand events to have no extra jets in theentral region (j�j � 2) with Ejetst > 30 GeV.Table I shows the seletion e�ienies for mH = 300 GeV. The seletione�ieny to reonstrut a Higgs mass is about 14% for the signal before jettagging and entral jet veto. At this level of analysis the bakground eventsare redued by a fator of 15 (174) for t�t (W + jets). Jet tagging brings afator of 79 for t�t and 230 for W + jets. Furthermore entral jet veto reduesthe t�t (W+jets) bakground by fators of 12 (4). Similar suppression fatorsby the jet tagging and the entral jet veto are obtained for higher Higgsmasses as seen in Table II. For all the Higgs mass regions we investigated,jet tagging together with entral jet veto redues the bakground almost bya fator of 1000 after the reonstrution of Higgs from WW system.For higher Higgs masses (mH = 600 GeV and mH = 800 GeV), due toa large boost of the W boson, the jets from W deay tend to overlap in theentral region. This e�et is shown in the Et distribution in Fig. 3 wherethe enhanement is seen at � 300 GeV due to the merging of the jets fromthe W deay. About 40% of events ontain only one single jet. To overomethis problem, the invariant mass of the di-jet system is alulated from thealorimeter ells in a larger one and the di-jet system is required to haveEt > 200 GeV. The �nal W mass distribution is obtained ombining eventswith jmjj�mW j < 2�m (W ! 2 jets), where �m is the resolution on the Wmass, and events with the alorimeter luster mass (W ! 1 jet). With theaddition of events whih have merged jet, the e�ieny of W reonstrutionis inreased from 40% to about 66%.The e�ieny and resolution for reonstruting high pt W ! jj deays,the Emisst resolution and the reonstrution of the longitudinal momentumof the neutrino, using the W mass onstraint are the main onerns for theHiggs mass reonstrution in H ! l�jj signal. The entral jet veto ut and



4008 H.D. Y�ld�z, M.T. Zeyrek TABLE IEvent seletion for H !WW ! l�jj for mH = 300 GeV.Cuts Signal t�t W + jets� � BR 0.14 pb 90.7 pb 781.4 pbEvents for 30 fb�1 7815 4:89� 106 2:11� 107Lepton seletion 5367 2:5� 106 9:7� 106Central jet seletion 1260 400061 134442Higgs reonstrutionfrom WW system 1098 322751 121204Tagging jet seletion 180 4079 527Central jet veto 142 342 147mH window250 < mH < 360 GeV 121 98 42 TABLE IIEvent seletion for H !WW ! l�jj for mH = 600 GeV.Cuts Signal t�t W + jets� � BR 0.03 pb 90.7 pb 108.6 pbEvents for 30 fb�1 1599 4:89� 106 2:9� 106Lepton seletion 1308 2:5� 106 1:7� 106Central jet seletion 679 105973 110347Central jet veto 443 12928 72769Higgs reonstrutionfrom WW system 221 2281 8497Tagging jet seletion 66 29 76mH window450 < mH < 750 GeV 56 15 38



Study of High Mass Higgs Using pp! qqH 4009the forward jet tagging an be used with a high e�ieny. As an importantremark, in Fig. 5, Higgs mass for signal (mH = 600 GeV) is superimposed onthe summed signal+bakground is shown. In this distribution, the signal isvery muh suppressed against bakground. At the end of this study, one anompare the Higgs mass in this �gure with the mass after jet tagging andthen, it an be �gured out how the tagging jets help to distinguish signalfrom bakground.

Fig. 5. Higgs mass distributions from H !WW ! l�jj with mH = 600 GeV. Thesignal superimposed on the summed signal + bakground.The �nal sample of events are seleted by requiring a mass window on theHiggs masses. We require 250 < mH < 360 GeV and 450 < mH < 750 GeVfor mH = 300 GeV and mH = 600 GeV ases, respetively.3.2. H ! ZZ ! lljj, H ! ZZ ! ll��The seletion of H ! ZZ ! lljj events is very similar to the seletionof WW events. Here we require two high pt leptons with plt > 30 GeV.The Z mass from these two leptons is required to be within mZ � 6 GeV.Fig. 6 (right panel) shows a Z mass reonstrution from the two lepton�nal state. The entral and the forward/bakward jet seletion is exatlythe same as in the WW ase. In the ZZ ase we only deal with the largestbakground, Z+jets. The forward jet tagging and the entral jet veto reduethis bakground with a similar fator as in the ase of W + jets. Table IIIand Table IV show the event seletion for H ! ZZ ! lljj hannel.The H ! ZZ ! ll�� hannel is haraterized by the two high pt leptonsand a large missing energy from Z ! ��. For this hannel, a areful inves-
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Fig. 6. Distribution of W mass reonstruted from two entral jets (left �gure) anddistribution of Z mass reonstrution from two leptons (right �gure). TABLE IIIEvent seletion for H ! ZZ ! lljj and H ! ZZ ! ll�� for mH = 300 GeV. Theentral jet seletion, the entral jet veto and mH window ut are not used in theH ! ZZ ! ll�� analysis.Cuts H ! ZZ ! lljj Z + jets H ! ZZ ! ll�� Z + jets� � BR 0.04 pb 105.6 pb 0.008 pb 105.6 pbEvents for 30 fb�1 2234 2.85 �106 428 2.85 �106Lepton seletion 1321 961354 250 959434Z mass window 1067 702172 205 700030Central jet seletion 250 26393Emisst > 100 GeV 111 2559Higgs reonstrutionfrom WW system 250 26393Tagging jet seletion 41 171 19 29Central jet veto 31 43mH window250 < mH < 360 GeV 29 14



Study of High Mass Higgs Using pp! qqH 4011TABLE IVEvent seletion for H ! ZZ ! lljj and H ! ZZ ! ll�� for mH = 600 GeV. Theentral jet seletion, the entral jet veto and mH window ut are not used in theH ! ZZ ! ll�� analysis.Cuts H ! ZZ ! lljj Z + jets H ! ZZ ! ll�� Z + jets� � BR 0.009 pb 13.5 pb 0.002 pb 13.5 pbEvents for 30 fb�1 498 413544 95 413544Lepton seletion 402 211501 76 211501Z mass window 318 150908 61 150908Central jet seletion 156 8043Central jet veto 104 4677Emisst > 150 GeV 52 515Higgs reonstrutionfrom WW system 72 1071Tagging jet seletion 25 12 11 4mH window 21 6.2tigation of the Z + jets bakground is needed where the missing Et arisesfrom neutrinos in the jets or from mismeasured energies due to raks orother detetor e�ets. We expet to detet the signal in the missing energydistribution on top of the bakground as shown in Fig. 7. We use the sameentral uts for leptons and the same mass window for the Z mass reon-strution. The only speial riteria we used in this analysis is the ut on theEmisst . The large bakground suppression is shown to be ahieved using thee�etive Emisst ut. Therefore, the entral jet veto is not anymore as e�etiveas in H ! WW ! l�jj and H ! ZZ ! lljj. As shown as empty entriesin Table III and Table IV, we did not onsider vetoing the entral jets at allfor H ! ZZ ! ll�� analysis. Due to low statistis the mH window ut isnot applied to ZZ events in the ll�� �nal state.We used a ut Emisst > 100 GeV for events with mH = 300 GeV andEmisst > 150(200) GeV for higher mass mH = 600(800) GeV Higgs events.In the H ! ZZ ! ll�� deay, there is more Emisst expeted (Fig. 7). Thisallows us to apply harder uts on the missing energy. The Z + jets bak-ground has a steeply falling missing Et distribution. This feature brings asigni�ant suppression (a fator of � 300) on the bakground. The only
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Fig. 7. Missing transverse energy, Emisst distribution for the H ! ZZ ! ll�� signaland the Z + jets bakground.other main suppression fator for these events omes from the jet tagging.Jet tagging brings an additional suppression fator of about 100 for the bak-ground. The event seletion for ZZ ! ll�� hannel are given in Table IIIand Table IV.In the ZZ ase, the main ontributions to the experimental resolutionson the Higgs mass ome from the Z ! jj and the Emisst reonstrution. Theentral jet veto ut and the forward jet tagging an still be used with a highperformane in rejeting the bakground against the signal.We have also alulated the signal and bakground events for the highHiggs mass (mH = 800 GeV) ase. The event seletion algorithm is thesame as in the ase of mH = 600 GeV. The result of this analysis is given inTable V for the three hannels whih we have investigated.The signi�anes and expeted disovery luminosities have been evalu-ated using the Gaussian S=pB approximation in Table VI and Table VII.The statistial signi�anes are also alulated using Poisson statistis andexpressed in Gaussian � units in the numbers in parenthesis in Table VIfor small event rates where signal and bakground events are less than 25.Poisson alulations show that for small number of events (< 25) in the ZZanalysis, the sensitivity is overestimated as muh as 30%.



Study of High Mass Higgs Using pp! qqH 4013TABLE VSignal and bakground for H !WW=ZZ with mH = 800 GeV.Channel Signal t�t W or Z + jetsH !WW ! l�jj� � BR = 0:015 pb 53 20 53H ! ZZ ! lljj� � BR = 0:005 pb 16 6.2H ! ZZ ! ll��� � BR = 0:0009 pb 6.4 4.1 TABLE VIS=pB for an integrated luminosity of 30 fb�1. The numbers in parenthesis showthe signi�anes alulated using Poisson statistis.Channel mH = 300 GeV mH = 600 GeV mH = 800 GeVH !WW ! l�jj 10.3 7.8 6.2H ! ZZ ! lljj 7.8 (6.2) 8.5 (6.1) 6.3 (4.8)H ! ZZ ! ll�� 3.6 (3.2) 5.5 (4.1) 3.2 (2.3)4. ResultsWe have investigated three hannels for the Standard Model Higgs ob-servation with masses between 200�800 GeV in weak boson fusion. We haveshown that the forward jet tagging together with entral jet veto is verye�ient way to suppress the main bakgrounds (t�t and W=Z + jets). Themost signi�ant hannel is the H !WW ! l�jj where the 5� observationis possible with 7 to 20 fb�1 luminosity for Higgs masses between 300 to800 GeV. H ! ZZ ! lljj signal is also a promising lear hannel where theTABLE VIIExpeted luminosities in fb�1 for 5� disovery.Channel mH = 300 GeV mH = 600 GeV mH = 800 GeVH !WW ! l�jj 7.1 12.3 19.5H ! ZZ ! lljj 12.3 10.4 18.9H ! ZZ ! ll�� 57.8 24.8 73.2



4014 H.D. Y�ld�z, M.T. Zeyrek5� observation is possible between 12 to 19 fb�1 luminosity for Higgs massesbetween 300 to 800 GeV. For H ! ZZ ! ll�� signal we have obtained thebest result for the Higgs mass of 600 GeV where the 5� observation is onlypossible with about 25 fb�1 luminosity.In this analysis the most signi�ant signal is the H !WW ! l�jj withHiggs mass of 300 GeV. The H ! ZZ hannel gives the best results forHiggs mass of 600 GeV in either lljj or ll�� �nal states.We are able to reonstrut the Higgs mass from both H !WW ! l�jjand H ! ZZ ! lljj hannels. The Higgs mass peak is learly visible overthe bakground in 300�600 GeV signals. Fig. 8 and Fig. 9. show the �nalHiggs mass reonstrution (for mH = 300 GeV and mH = 600 GeV) forthe l�jj and lljj �nal states from W and Z deays. As the shape of thebakground for WW and ZZ mass reonstrution is similar to the signalshape, a good knowledge of the bakground remains to be essential for adiret observation of the Higgs signal through a mass peak.

Fig. 8. Higgs mass distributions from H ! WW ! l�jj with mH = 300 GeV(left �gure) and mH = 600 GeV (right �gure). The summed signal + bakground(solid histogram) is superimposed on the total bakground, t�t andW+ jets (dashedhistogram). W + jets bakground is shown separately in the �gure.The mass resolutions from mH = 300 GeV to mH = 600 GeV inreasesas seen in Fig. 8 and Fig. 9. This is due to the large natural Higgs width forthese Higgs boson masses. The width for higher masses, mH � 800 GeV isbroader.The ritial onerns in this analysis are the detetor performanes forreonstruting W from jj deay, the e�ieny of Emisst measurements andthe entral jet veto. The good energy measurement of tagging jets is also
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Fig. 9. Higgs mass distributions from H ! ZZ ! lljj with mH = 300 GeV (left�gure) and mH = 600 GeV (right �gure). The summed signal+bakground (solidhistogram) is superimposed on the bakground, Z + jets (dashed histogram).essential to suppress the bakgrounds e�etively. The design and the perfor-mane tests prove that [3, 14℄ the alorimeter quality of the CMS detetorwould be su�ient to meet the requirements of the analysis desribed in thisstudy.The expeted statistial signi�ane, S=pB, for 30 fb�1 versus Higgsmass for the three hannels onsidered in this analysis are shown in Fig. 10.

Fig. 10. The expeted statistial signi�ane for 30 fb�1 versus Higgs mass.



4016 H.D. Y�ld�z, M.T. ZeyrekIn our study we have also onsidered the WW hannel for lower Higgsmasses. Our simulation shows that it is still possible to obtain a good signalto bakground ratio (S=pB = 3:9) for mH = 200 GeV in the H !WW !l�jj hannel. But, the signi�ane of the signal is steeply dereasing belowmH = 200 GeV. The analysis uts for mH = 200 GeV ase are the sameas mH = 300 GeV exept for the required Higgs mass window. The Higgsmass window ut is 140 < mH < 250 GeV for mH = 200 GeV analysis.Furthermore, we have also shown in our previous study [13℄ the observ-ability of Higgs signal (mH = 120 GeV) at CMS in the weak boson proessthrough the deay H ! WW � ! l�l�. Although the rates are low atmH = 120 GeV, it is still possible to observe the signal in a lear topologywith forward tagged jets. As shown in [13℄, for mH = 120 GeV Higgs a 5�disovery an be possible in the low luminosity runs in the beginning of theLHC operations. 5. ConlusionsIn this analysis, we have demonstrated that it is possible to observe highmass Higgs bosons in the weak boson fusion hannels with its distint har-ateristis under low luminosity running onditions at the CMS experimentat LHC. Observations of the isolated high pt leptons between the forwardjets enhanes the experimental signatures for H ! WW=ZZ deays. Thepresene of the forward jets strongly rejets the bakgrounds from t�t andW=Z+ jets. The Higgs boson would be observable in the H !WW ! l�jj,H ! ZZ ! lljj and H ! ZZ ! ll�� in the mass range from 300 to800 GeV. This observation would require between 10 to 20 fb�1 for the CMSdetetor.For the Standard Model, gg ! H ! ZZ=ZZ� ! 4l� remains to be theleanest signature where the Higgs mass measurement an be done with avery good preision by the exellent four-lepton mass resolution. On theother hand, if the H ! WW � ! l�l� hannel is onsidered as a potentialhannel for the mass range below 200 GeV down to the LEP II limit, togetherwith the result of this study for higher Higgs boson masses, mH > 200 GeV,the weak boson fusion hannels an also be the most promising hannels fordeteting the Standard Model Higgs Boson over a large range of masses witha good auray.We would like to thank D. Denegri and R. Kinnunen for their ontinuoussupport and valuable omments during this study.
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